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Games, motivation, and learning:
A research and practice model
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Although most agree that games can be engaging and that games can be instructive, there is little consensus regarding the essential characteristics of instructional games. Implicit in the research literature is the notion that if we pair instructional content with certain game features, we can harness the power of games to engage users and achieve desired instructional goals. In this article, the authors present an input-process-output model of instructional games and learning that elaborates (a) the key features of games that are of interest from an instructional perspective; (b) the game cycle of user judgments, behavior, and feedback that is a hallmark of engagement in game play; and (c) the types of learning outcomes that can be achieved. The authors discuss the implications of this approach for the design and implementation of effective instructional games.
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From a popular perspective, computer games seem to evoke mixed reactions. On one hand, many are troubled by the violent themes that constitute certain games, and some are concerned with the intensity of involvement and amount of time that youth devote to playing computer games. However, on the other hand, it seems that some games, such as the popular SimCity series, can be quite instructive and enlightening. These “instructional” games can be as engaging as action games, but we tend to regard the zeal that these games engender as less alarming. Regardless of whether you view computer games as a blessing or a curse, in the roughly 25 years in which computer games have existed, they have solidified a place in the market and in popular culture.

In addition to their commercial popularity, computer games have captured the attention of training professionals and educators. There are several reasons for this professional interest. First, there has been a major shift in the field of learning from a traditional, didactic model of instruction to a learner-centered model that emphasizes a more active learner role. This represents a shift away from the “learning by listening” model of instruction to one in which students learn by doing. Moreover, Simon (1996) has noted that how we view learning has changed from being able to recall information to being able to find and use information. New interactive technologies provide opportunities to create learning environments that actively involve students in problem-solving.
solving. A second reason underlying current professional interest in computer games is that some empirical evidence exists that games can be effective tools for enhancing learning and understanding of complex subject matter (Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Ricci, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 1996). Although this evidence is embryonic, recent research has begun to establish links between instructional strategies, motivational processes, and learning outcomes. Third, training professionals are also interested in the intensity of involvement and engagement that computer games can invoke. There is a large cohort of individuals, youth and young adults sometimes referred to as generation.com, for whom computer games provide an immensely compelling and rewarding experience. The “holy grail” for training professionals is to harness the motivational properties of computer games to enhance learning and accomplish instructional objectives.

In brief, the potential of instructional games as platforms for training is appealing. As Simons (1993) claimed, “If video games can be transformed so that their users learn, a great many people may come to understand and control dynamic systems” (p. 149). Unfortunately, there is little consensus on game features that support learning, the process by which games engage learners, or the types of learning outcomes that can be achieved through game play. Ultimately, we run the risk of designing instructional games that neither instruct nor engage the learner. Bargain bins in software stores attest to the difficulty in designing appealing and instructionally sound computer games.

The purpose of this article is to present and elaborate a model of instructional games and learning. We do not intend in this space to provide a comprehensive review of the literature on simulation/gaming (we refer the reader to Crookall & Arai, 1995; Crookall, Greenblat, Coote, Klabbers, & Watson, 1987; Greenblat & Duke, 1981). Our goal is a bit more modest: to examine the unique aspects of games that can enhance learning. We address three primary questions. First, what are the primary characteristics of games that are of interest from an instructional perspective? Second, what is the nature of the motivational process that these characteristics trigger in users? Third, how do instructional games affect learning outcomes? Discussion addresses the application of this approach to the design and implementation of effective training games.

Defining games

Prior to delving into these issues, it is useful to provide some definition of what we mean by the term game and, more specifically, what we mean when we refer to instructional computer games. Caillois (1961) has provided perhaps the most comprehensive analysis of games per se, describing a game as an activity that is voluntary and enjoyable, separate from the real world, uncertain, unproductive in that the activity does not produce any goods of external value, and governed by rules. However, there is little consensus in the education and training literature on how games are defined. Wittgenstein (1953, 1958) admitted failure in defining the essential characteristics of games, noting that there are no properties that are common to all games and that games
belong in the same semantic category only because they bear a “family resemblance” to one another.

Crookall, Oxford, and Saunders (1987) provided some clarification to this problem by distinguishing between games and simulations. A simulation is an operating model of some system (Greenblat, 1981). Crookall and Saunders (1989) viewed a simulation as a representation of some real-world system that can also take on some aspects of reality for participants or users. Key features of simulations are that they represent real-world systems; they contain rules and strategies that allow flexible and variable simulation activity to evolve; and the cost of error for participants is low, protecting them from the more severe consequences of mistakes. By contrast, Crookall, Oxford, and Saunders (1987) noted that a game does not intend to represent any real-world system; it is a “real” system in its own right. Games also contain rules and strategies, and generally when we lose at a game, the costs can be consequential but may be contained within the game world (although Crookall, Oxford, & Saunders noted that when we lose at a game like poker, this distinction may not hold). Thus, it is not too improper to consider games and simulations as similar in some respects, keeping in mind the key distinction that simulations propose to represent reality and games do not.

Furthermore, at the risk of introducing a bit more ambiguity, we would propose that simulations can contain game features. We argue in the following sections that there are six key dimensions that characterize games: fantasy, rules/goals, sensory stimuli, challenge, mystery, and control. Simulations that incorporate these features become more game-like. We later describe BOTTOM GUN, which we refer to as a game-based trainer but which is a simulation of an actual Naval task that incorporates features such as fantasy and scoring that are not present in the real-world task. Thus, the distinction between games and simulations can be a blurred one. In this context, we are specifically interested in the use of instructional games that are designed for training or to promote learning. The generally accepted position is that games themselves are not sufficient for learning but that there are elements of games that can be activated within an instructional context that may enhance the learning process.

Training effectiveness of games

There are a number of empirical studies that have examined the effects of game-based instructional programs on learning. For example, both Whitehall and McDonald (1993) and Ricci et al. (1996) found that instruction incorporating game features led to improved learning. The rationale provided for these positive results varied, given the different factors examined in these studies. Whitehall and McDonald argued that incorporating a variable payoff schedule into a simulation game led to increased risk taking among students, which resulted in greater persistence on the task and improved performance. Ricci et al. proposed that instruction that incorporated game features enhanced student motivation, which led to greater attention to training content and greater retention.
Although students generally seem to prefer games over other, more traditional, classroom training media, reviews have reported mixed results regarding the training effectiveness of games. Pierfy (1977) evaluated the results of 22 simulation-based training game effectiveness studies to determine patterns in training effectiveness across games. Twenty-one of the studies collected learning data that generally consisted of paper-and-pencil fact-and-principle knowledge tests. Three of the studies reported results favoring the effectiveness of games over conventional teaching; 3 reported results favoring the effectiveness of conventional teaching over games; and the remaining 15 found no significant differences. Eleven studies also tested retention of learning. Eight of these studies indicated that retention was superior for game-based training; the remaining 3 yielded no significant differences. Level of student preference for training games over classroom instruction was assessed in 8 of the studies, and in 7 of those, students reported greater interest in simulation game activities than in conventional teaching methods. In a more recent review, Druckman (1995) concluded that games seem to be effective in enhancing motivation and increasing student interest in subject matter, yet the extent to which this translates into more effective learning is less clear.

**A model of games and learning**

We should first discuss the end state that we desire to achieve: the motivated learner. Motivated learners are easy to describe. They are enthusiastic, focused, and engaged. They are interested in and enjoy what they are doing, they try hard, and they persist over time. Their behavior is self-determined, driven by their own volition rather than external forces. Skinner and Belmont (1993) noted that although motivated learners are easy to recognize, they are hard to find; and they are, we would add, hard to create.

There are a number of models of motivation that differ in emphases and constructs. These range from expectancy/valence approaches (Mathieu, Tannenbaum, & Salas, 1992) to Keller’s (1983) Attention, Relevancy, Confidence, and Satisfaction (ARCS) model (for reviews, see Pintrich & Schrauben, 1992; Schunk, 1990). Behavior can be intrinsically or extrinsically motivated. Most models have emphasized intrinsic motivation, focusing on the motives to perform a task that are derived from the participation itself (Malone, 1981; Malone & Lepper, 1987). Malone (1981) proposed that the primary factors that make an activity intrinsically motivating are challenge, curiosity, and fantasy and specifically applied this framework to the design of computer games. Others have examined extrinsic motivation, in which someone engages in an activity as a means to an end (Vallerand, Fortier, & Guay, 1997). Although extrinsic rewards can be less effective than intrinsic motives, both intrinsic and extrinsic motives play a role in determining learner behavior. Deci and Ryan (1985) have noted that self-determined learner behavior can stem from both intrinsic motivation (i.e., the learner engages in an activity because it is interesting or enjoyable) and from extrinsic motivation they termed identified regulation (i.e., the learner engages in the activity because he or she desires the outcome and values it as important). Although instructional games are
primarily seen as a means to enhance intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation is also important. The goal is to develop learners who are self-directed and self-motivated, both because the activity is interesting in itself and because achieving the outcome is important.

There is a tacit model of learning that is inherent in most studies of instructional games. First, the objective is to design an instructional program that incorporates certain features or characteristics of games. Second, these features trigger a cycle that includes user judgments or reactions such as enjoyment or interest, user behaviors such as greater persistence or time on task, and further system feedback. To the extent that we are successful in pairing instructional content with appropriate game features, this cycle results in recurring and self-motivated game play. Finally, this engagement in game play leads to the achievement of training objectives and specific learning outcomes. This instructional model is illustrated in Figure 1.

There are several benefits that this perspective offers. First, the traditional input-process-output model of learning emphasizes single-trial learning, a learner performing a task over a single trial. Although the current model adopts the input-process-output framework, the key component is the game cycle that is triggered by specific game features. A central hallmark of game play is not that users play a game and then put it down but that users are drawn into playing a game over and over. In fact, a young person engaged in a computer game may often have to be told to turn off the game or to stop playing. We view the game cycle as iterative, such that game play involves repeated judgment-behavior-feedback loops. That is, game play can lead to certain user judgments or reactions such as increased interest, enjoyment, involvement, or confidence; these reactions lead to behaviors such as greater persistence or intensity of effort; and these behaviors result in system feedback on performance in the game context. Thus, the game cycle is a defining characteristic of computer game play—that users are engaged in repetitive play and continually return to the game activity over time. It is this feature of computer game play that training professionals hope to capture and incorporate in instructional applications.
Although not explicit in Figure 1, we view the learner as actively constructing knowledge from experience. In this sense, this model is consistent with the experiential learning approaches of Dewey (1938) and Kolb, Boyatzis, and Mainemelis (2000) and with modern constructivists such as Duffy and Jonassen (1992). Although the model presented in Figure 1 is a cyclical training model, we do not imply that all learners necessarily learn in the same way, nor that all learners proceed through these stages in a sequential or linear manner. What we do wish to emphasize from the experiential learning tradition are two points: (a) People do learn from active engagement with the environment and (b) this experience coupled with instructional support (i.e., debriefing, scaffolding) can provide an effective learning environment.

A second advantage of this model is that it provides a structure to organize and integrate the literature on instructional games. Perusing the research literature on games, the reader is faced with a perplexing variety of descriptive terms and conceptual approaches. For example, some researchers have described the essential elements of games by referring to game features, others described games in terms of user reactions or responses to game use, and others described games in terms of the learning outcomes that are achieved. In the following, we elaborate the model provided in Figure 1 by presenting an overview of research on game characteristics, the game cycle, and learning outcomes. Furthermore, we provide a list of cognate research that addresses each content area. Our goal is to make the implicit model of instruction underlying much game research explicit and to provide a common language and approach for examining the instructional use of computer games.

**Game characteristics**

Lepper (1985) suggested that a systematic examination of game factors or game characteristics should help in refining theoretical formulations of effective instruction. However, identifying just what these essential characteristics of games are has been the subject of some debate. Thornton and Cleveland (1990) noted that the essential aspect of a game is interactivity. de Felix and Johnston (1993) suggested that the structural components of a game, including dynamic visuals, interaction, rules, and a goal, are the essential features. Gredler (1996) stated that the essential elements are a complex task, the learner’s role, multiple paths to the goal, and learner control. Malone (1981) argued that there are four characteristics of games that make them engaging educational tools: challenge, fantasy, complexity, and control. Thomas and Macredie (1994) claimed that the core characteristic of games is that actions have no real-world consequences. Baranauskas, Neto, and Borges (1999) stated that the essence of gaming is challenge and risk. Crookall, Oxford, and Saunders (1987) cited game features such as rules, strategy, goals, competition/cooperation, and chance.

Although many have noted the potential benefits that may be gained from incorporating game characteristics into instructional applications, there is clearly little consensus regarding how these essential characteristics are described. This suggests that either the characteristics of games are so varied and diffuse that attempts to categorize...
Based on a review of the literature, we conclude that game characteristics can be described in terms of six broad dimensions or categories: fantasy, rules/goals, sensory stimuli, challenge, mystery, and control. These dimensions are described in Table 1, and related research is shown that addresses each dimension. Any type of game can be described in terms of these six key dimensions. Moreover, they provide a common vocabulary for describing and manipulating the core elements of games for instructional purposes. In the following, we briefly review each of these dimensions.

**Fantasy**

Games represent an activity that is separate from real life in that there is no activity outside the game that literally corresponds. Games involve imaginary worlds; activity inside these worlds has no impact on the real world; and when involved in a game, nothing outside the game is relevant. Malone and Lepper (1987) defined fantasy as an
environment that evokes “mental images of physical or social situations that do not exist” (p. 240). Some research indicates that instructional content that is embedded in fantasy contexts leads to greater student interest and increased learning (Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Parker & Lepper, 1992).

There are several implications of the use of fantasy in games. Fantasies allow users to interact in situations that are not part of normal experience, yet they are insulated from real consequences. Thomas and Macredie (1994) have noted that one key characteristic of games is that participants’ actions have no impact on the real world (they describe this as a “world with no consequences”). Fantasies facilitate focalization of attention and the self-absorption that occurs when users become immersed in game activity (Driskell & Dwyer, 1984). Finally, Malone and Lepper (1987) noted that fantasies can offer analogies or metaphors for real-world processes that allow the user to experience phenomena from varied perspectives. In brief, research suggests that material may be learned more readily when presented in an imagined context that is of interest than when presented in a generic or decontextualized form.

A game requires the user to adopt various roles and identify with a fictional person or role. Crookall, Oxford, and Saunders (1987) noted that participants “take on” or “act out” a role within the game framework. In noting the role of fantasy in games, we do not intend to imply that games are not “real” to the participants. It is perhaps because users are wrapped up in a unique role in a world separate from day-to-day activities that game play takes on such importance. Certainly games are important, and they may have consequences for the real world (witness the World Cup or the Olympics). Yet games are distinct from reality—if one’s role in a game mirrors reality too closely, activity ceases to be a game.

Rieber (1996) has further noted that fantasy contexts can be exogenous or endogenous to the game content. An exogenous fantasy is simply overlaid on some learning content. For example, children may learn fractions and by doing so slay a dragon in an enchanted forest. This type of game is likely to be more engaging than a long page of fractions. However, the fantasy in this case is external to and separate from the learning content. In contrast, an endogenous fantasy is related to the learning content. For example, students may learn about physics by piloting a spaceship on reentry to earth’s orbit. Rieber noted that because endogenous fantasies are more closely tied to the learning content, if the fantasy is interesting, the content becomes interesting. Thus, endogenous fantasies are more effective motivational tools.

**Rules/Goals**

Although game activity takes place apart from the real world, it occurs in a fixed space and time period with precise rules governing game play. Caillois (1961) noted that in a game, the rules and constraints of ordinary life are temporarily suspended and replaced by a set of rules that are operative within the fixed space and time of the game. Moreover, when play violates these boundaries, when the ball goes out of bounds or the person responds out of character, play is stopped and brought back into the agreed boundaries.
The rules of a game describe the goal structure of the game. One of the most robust findings in the literature on motivation is that clear, specific, and difficult goals lead to enhanced performance (Locke & Latham, 1990). Clear, specific goals allow the individual to perceive goal-feedback discrepancies, which are seen as crucial in triggering greater attention and motivation. That is, when feedback indicates that current performance does not meet established goals, individuals attempt to reduce this discrepancy. Under conditions of high goal commitment (i.e., the individual is determined to reach the goal), this discrepancy leads to an increase in effort and performance (Kernan & Lord, 1990). Therefore, game contexts that are meaningful and that provide well-differentiated, hierarchical goal structures are likely to lead to enhanced motivation and performance.

At the same time, whereas rules and goals may be clear and fixed, they must allow for a wide range of permissible actions within the game. Crookall and Arai (1995) noted that the strategic selection of moves or actions within a game must be flexible to allow game activity to evolve based on player styles, strategies, previous experience, and other factors. Although we may clearly know the rules of a game beforehand, we are never able to predict exactly how the game will play out.

Finally, there are different types of rules that are operational within a game framework (see Crookall & Arai, 1995). System rules define the operation of the world that is embodied by the game. Procedural rules define actions that can be taken within the game (e.g., “If you amass x number of points, you can move to this level”). Imported rules are those that participants import into the game from the real world that allow play to take place (e.g., “You do not cheat or lie,” “You cannot walk through walls”). Imported rules are commonsense or implied rules that govern behavior in general and are important for two reasons. It is these normative, already-learned rules that are imported into game situations that allow games to be played, just like these rules structure our behavior in real life. Yet it is often these commonsense rules being suspended in imaginary worlds that lend computer games their unique flavor (e.g., “Gee, I can walk through walls!” “I can drive 90 mph through the streets of San Francisco!”). Without imported rules, game play could not take place, yet games are fun because they allow some of these everyday rules to be loosened or broken.

Sensory stimuli

Games imply the temporary acceptance of another type of reality. This imaginary world disrupts the stability of normal sensations and perceptions and allows the user to experience a distortion of perception that is not readily experienced in the real world. Caillois (1961) referred to the term vertigo as an altered perception that activities such as falling or twirling or being projected through space evoke. It is a type of euphoria or sense of perceptual disorder that can be provided by sights and sounds that stimulate and intoxicate the senses (and that are enjoyed by the public at amusement rides and theme parks). Sound effects, dynamic graphics, and other sensory stimuli that are strange or unfamiliar can be attention grabbing, as noted by Malone and Lepper (1987), but can also appeal to the desire for sensory disorder and sensations that are
outside normal experience. Rieber (1991) argued that animated graphics enhance the motivational appeal of instructional activities and found that students overwhelmingly choose to return to practice activities that include dynamic graphics.

Challenge

Malone and Lepper (1987) have claimed that individuals desire an optimal level of challenge; that is, we are challenged by activities that are neither too easy nor too difficult to perform. Moreover, there are several ways in which an optimal level of challenge can be obtained. Goals should be clearly specified, yet the possibility of obtaining that goal should be uncertain. Games should employ progressive difficulty levels, multiple goals, and a certain amount of informational ambiguity to ensure an uncertain outcome. Performance feedback and score keeping allows the individual to track progress toward desired goals. Finally, goals must be meaningful to the individual. Linking activities to valued personal competencies, embedding activities within absorbing fantasy scenarios, or engaging competitive or cooperative motivations can serve to make goals meaningful.

Mystery

Malone and Lepper (1987) noted that curiosity is one of the primary factors that drive learning. Following Berlyne (1960), they described two types of curiosity: (a) sensory curiosity, the interest evoked by novel sensations (which we have described as sensory stimuli above); and (b) cognitive curiosity, which is a desire for knowledge. Most experts agree that curiosity reflects a human tendency to make sense of the world and that we are curious about things that are unexpected or that we cannot explain (Loewenstein, 1994). Thus, curiosity is a product of perceived discrepancies or inconsistencies in our knowledge. Moreover, we seek an optimal level of informational complexity. At a very low level of discrepancy, if a piece of information is only somewhat discrepant, we may easily dismiss it without much attention. If there is too high a level of discrepancy between our existing knowledge and new information, information may be too confusing or bewildering to incorporate. Therefore, curiosity is stimulated by an information gap in our existing knowledge that is intermediate—not too simple or too complex.

We make the distinction between curiosity and mystery to reflect the difference between curiosity, which resides in the individual, and mystery, which is an external feature of the game itself. Thus, according to this perspective, mystery evokes curiosity in the individual, and this leads to the question of what constitutes mystery. Research suggests that mystery is enhanced by incongruity of information, complexity, novelty, surprise and violation of expectations (Berlyne, 1960), incompatibility between ideas and inability to predict the future (Kagan, 1972), and information that is incomplete or inconsistent (Malone & Lepper, 1987). Adventure themes often involve a search for information or exploration of unknown settings. Furthermore, embedding activities in fantasy contexts allows the student to encounter imaginary situations...
that differ from our knowledge of how things work in the real world, stimulating curiosity.

**Control**

*Control* refers to the exercise of authority or the ability to regulate, direct, or command something. Research comparing the effects of instructional programs that control all elements of the instruction (program control) and instructional programs in which the learner has control over elements of the instructional program (learner control) on learner achievement has yielded mixed results (Hannafin & Sullivan, 1996). However, research that has compared the effects of program control versus learner control on user reactions and motivation has yielded consistently positive results favoring learner control. For example, Morrison, Ross, and Baldwin (1992) found that students who were allowed to choose the amount and the context of practice problems reported more positive attitudes. Cordova and Lepper (1996) studied the effects of providing students with control over instructionally irrelevant parts of a learning activity (the advantage being that this would avoid the risk of students’ making pedagogically poor choices). They found that providing student control led to increased motivation and greater learning. Games evoke a sense of personal control when users are allowed to select strategies, manage the direction of activity, and make decisions that directly affect outcomes, even if actions are not instructionally relevant.

**The game cycle**

Perhaps the most evident aspect of computer game play is that it can be engaging, engrossing, and even addictive. In fact, some researchers have adapted the categories in the American Psychiatric Association’s *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders—Fourth Edition* dealing with compulsive behavior to address video game play as a type of addictive behavior (Young, 1996). Although we are not concerned with the pathological aspects of computer game usage, one hallmark of addictive behavior is that people repeatedly return to that behavior. And it is this feature of computer game play—the fact that games are immersive and engaging in a way that traditional workbooks or manuals are not—that constitutes the primary source of appeal to education and training professionals.

The willingness or desire to engage in a task has been termed *motivation*. More specifically, motivation refers to an individual’s choice to engage in an activity and the intensity of effort or persistence in that activity (Pintrich & Schrauben, 1992; Wolters, 1998). Individuals who are highly motivated are more likely to engage in, devote effort to, and persist longer at a particular activity. Research has addressed two main issues regarding motivation. First, what are the primary determinants of motivation? In the context of instructional games, we have described in the previous section the features of games that are seen as motivating. The second issue concerns understanding the motivational process itself and how this process links to instructional outcomes.
What are the target motivational outcomes that we desire in the learner? Learner outcomes that have been identified in prior research include intensity of arousal, attention, enjoyment, engagement, depth of involvement, and task persistence (Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Parker & Lepper, 1992). Csikszentmihalyi (1990) described the positive experience of being fully engaged in an activity as a state of “flow.” Csikszentmihalyi defined flow as “the state in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter” (p. 4). Thus, flow represents an optimal state of performance at a task, a sense of enjoyment and control, where an individual’s skills are matched to the challenges faced. Furthermore, flow derives from activities that are optimally challenging and in which there are clear goals and feedback, concentration is intensely focused, there is a high degree of control, and users are absorbed to the extent that they lose a sense of time and self. The concept of flow provides one perspective on the feelings of enjoyment and engagement that can be experienced by game users.

We view the motivational process in the context of a game cycle in which game play triggers repeated cycles of user judgments (e.g., enjoyment), behavior (game play), and feedback. The game cycle focuses attention to a critical chain of dependencies: (a) To elicit desirable behaviors from learners, (b) they first need to experience desirable emotional or cognitive reactions, (c) which result from interaction with and feedback generated from game play. In the following, we elaborate each of these components of the game cycle. Related research that addresses these components is provided in Table 2.

User judgments

As users initiate game play, they make subjective judgments regarding whether the game is fun, interesting, and engaging. These judgments are typically represented by self-reports of interest and engagement, enjoyment, and feelings of mastery.

Interest. In a review of research on educational games, Randel, Morris, Wetzel, and Whitehill (1992) concluded that games are consistently perceived as more interesting than traditional instruction. For example, Cohen (1969) found that 87% of students tested reported greater interest for educational games than for classroom approaches. Pierfy (1977) found that seven of eight studies that measured student interest reported greater interest from game use than conventional instruction.

Enjoyment. A central characteristic of games is that they are fun and a source of enjoyment. For Csikszentmihalyi (1990), enjoyment is a sense of achievement that occurs when one’s skills are matched with the task’s challenges. Ricci et al. (1996) found that military trainees who received instruction via a computer-based game rated the training as more enjoyable than those assigned to traditional paper-and-pencil media. They cautioned, however, that trainee enjoyment may not necessarily be related to learning or retention.
Task involvement. Elliot and Harackiewicz (1994) defined task involvement as the degree to which individuals concentrate on and become absorbed in an activity. Individuals who are highly involved in a task report being more absorbed or immersed in task activities. The degree of immersion experienced in a computer game may be determined by several factors, including: (a) control factors, or the extent to which actions taken to control or manipulate the environment are immediate and natural; (b) sensory factors, referring to the quality, richness, and variety of information presented to the senses; (c) distraction factors, or the extent to which the user is isolated from the external physical environment; and (c) realism factors, including scene detail, texture, and realism (Witmer & Singer, 1994). Research suggests that learning improves as the quality of cognitive engagement increases and that greater engagement during learning leads to longer retention of information (Hannafin & Hooper, 1993).

Confidence. Games can provide a training environment in which users can perform tasks without facing the real-world consequences of failure. Moreover, games that employ progressive difficulty levels allow the user to gain familiarity and build skills in complex or novel task environments in a graduated manner. This can serve to enhance trainee confidence, especially important when training for complex, stressful, or dangerous tasks (Driskell & Johnston, 1998). Individuals with greater confidence in their task capabilities are more resilient to the difficulties faced when applying skills learned in a real-world environment (Bandura & Wood, 1989).

User behavior

The affective judgments that are formed from initial and ongoing game play determine the direction, intensity, and quality of further behavior. Motivated learners more
readily choose to engage in target activities, they pursue those activities more vigorously, and they persist longer at those activities than do less motivated learners. In brief, they are more interested and involved in the task, they devote more time on task, they actively pursue challenging activities, and they are more committed to continued task activity. We believe this sustained involvement, or what we term persistent reengagement, is the cornerstone of computer game play and epitomizes the behavior that is coveted by instructional designers. That is, those who form positive user judgments more actively engage in game play, exert intense effort and concentration, and return to game play unprompted.

**System feedback**

Feedback or knowledge of results is critical to support performance and motivation (Annett, 1969; Wexley & Latham, 1991). Research suggests that the effects of feedback on performance are highly variable; under some conditions, feedback may improve performance, and under other conditions, feedback may reduce performance (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). However, the role of feedback in regulating motivation is more unequivocal. Feedback is a critical component of the judgment-behavior-feedback cycle. Individual judgments and behavior are regulated by comparisons of feedback to standards or goals. If feedback indicates that performance has constantly attained the goal, the game is deemed too easy and motivation declines. However, during initial game play, feedback typically indicates that current performance is below desired standards. To resolve this feedback-standard discrepancy, the individual has several options, including abandoning play or increasing effort to meet the standard. Under conditions in which the goal is clear, there is high goal commitment, and confidence in eventual success is high, individuals respond to the feedback-standard discrepancy by increasing their effort to attain the standard. Thus, feedback provides an assessment of progress toward goals that drives the motivated performer to expend more effort, to persist, and to focus attention on the task.

**Debriefing**

In Figure 1, we have shown the debriefing process as providing a link between the game cycle and the achievement of learning outcomes. Many consider debriefing to be the most critical part of the simulation/gaming experience (Crookall, 1995; Crookall & Saunders, 1989; Lederman, 1992; Lederman & Kato, 1995). Debriefing is the review and analysis of events that occurred in the game itself. We noted in defining simulations and games that a simulation represents a real-world system and a game provides a reality unto itself that does not directly represent some real-world event. We further noted that this distinction can be blurred—simulations can incorporate elements of games such as fantasy or scoring that may not be present in the real-world referent. Debriefing provides a link between what is represented in the simulation/gaming experience and the real world. It allows the participant to draw parallels between game
events and real-world events. If our interests were in “pure” games, this link would not need to be made, as the game would exist within its own boundaries and be played for its own sake. However, given our goal of developing games that are instructive, the debriefing process allows us to transform game events into learning experiences. Debriefing may include a description of events that occurred in the game, analysis of why they occurred, and the discussion of mistakes and corrective actions. Although we are only able to briefly touch on the topic of debriefing, it is a fundamental link between game experiences and learning.

It is critical to emphasize the fact that experiential learning must be paired with appropriate learner support for effective learning to occur, reflecting Dewey’s (1938) “experience plus reflection equals learning” dictum. The most recent evidence supporting this view is provided by Mayer, Mautone, and Prothero (2002), who found that a geology simulation was most effective when learner support (e.g., scaffolding) was provided to help students visualize geologic features. Mayer et al. concluded that evidence for pure discovery-based learning is almost nonexistent. In other words, it is unrealistic to expect even the most self-directed learners to construct knowledge on their own. Thus, learning by doing must be coupled with the opportunity to reflect and abstract relevant information for effective learning to occur and for learners to link knowledge gained to the real world. Kolb, Rubin, and McIntyre (1971) labeled this a “doing, reflecting, understanding, and applying” process. Debriefing and scaffolding techniques provide the guidance and support to aid this process.

Learning outcomes

Most researchers conceptualize learning as a multidimensional construct. Moreover, there is considerable commonality across different attempts to classify types of learning outcomes. In an attempt to synthesize the work of Gagne (1984), Anderson (1982), and others, Kraiger, Ford, and Salas (1993) proposed several broad categories of learning outcomes: skill-based, cognitive, and affective outcomes. Skill-based learning outcomes address technical or motor skills. Cognitive learning outcomes include three subcategories of declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge, and strategic knowledge. Affective learning outcomes refer to attitudes. These categories of learning outcomes are described below and presented in Table 3.

Skill-based learning outcomes

Skill-based learning outcomes include the development of technical or motor skills. There are a number of game-based instructional programs that have been used for drill and practice of technical skills. For example, Gopher, Weil, and Bareket (1994) found that military trainees in flight school who received 10 hours of training on an aviation computer game performed significantly better on subsequent test flights than those who received standard training.
Cognitive learning outcomes

Declarative knowledge

Declarative knowledge refers to knowledge of the facts and data required for task performance. For this type of learning outcome, the learner is typically required to reproduce or recognize some item of information. For example, White (1984) demonstrated that students who played a computer game focusing on Newtonian principles were able to answer questions on force and motion problems more accurately than those who did not play the games.

Procedural knowledge

Procedural knowledge refers to knowledge about how to perform a task. This type of learning outcome requires a demonstration of the ability to apply knowledge, general rules, or skills to a specific case. For example, Whitehall and McDonald (1993) found that students who used a variable-payoff electronics game during training achieved higher scores on electronics troubleshooting tasks than students who received standard drill and practice.

Strategic knowledge

Strategic knowledge requires applying learned principles to different contexts or deriving new principles for general or novel situations. This implies the development and application of cognitive strategies and understanding when and why principles apply. For example, Wood and Stewart (1987) found that the use of a computer game to improve practical reasoning skills of students led to improvements in critical thinking.
Affective learning outcomes

Affective reactions include feelings of confidence, self-efficacy, attitudes, preferences, and dispositions. Affective reactions may be viewed as a specific type of learning outcome to the extent that attitude change is a training objective of an instructional program. Some research has shown that games can influence attitudes. For example, Thomas, Cahill, and Santilli (1997) reported success in using an adventure game format to enhance students’ confidence regarding safe sex negotiations.

BOTTOM GUN: A training application

BOTTOM GUN is a game-based submarine periscope trainer developed for the U.S. Navy (for more complete details, see Garris & Ahlers, 2001). BOTTOM GUN was developed to enhance submarine technical skills and to examine the effects of the game-based training approach on student motivation. It was designed to provide an entertaining way to practice making estimates of critical visual variables, including angle-on-the-bow (AOB) (i.e., angle at which the observed ship is visually presented to the periscope observer) and divisions (the number of tick marks on the periscope reticle representing the height of the targeted ship from its waterline to its highest visible point).

Two versions of this trainer were developed. The BOTTOM GUN version was designed to incorporate most of the game features previously presented in Table 1. The BOTTOM GUN trainer incorporated simulated contacts, a high rate of interactivity, scoring, and visual and sound effects. A control training simulation provided the same contacts within the same scenarios minus the game characteristics.

BOTTOM GUN presents the user with a display that represents a view through a submarine periscope (see Figure 2). The player scans the area around his or her own ship to determine another ship’s AOB and divisions, then uses those estimates to determine whether the other ship will come too close for safety. If a ship is determined to be a safety threat, the player can then eliminate the threat of possible collision with the other ship by destroying it with a missile. The missile-firing solution is determined from a combination of the estimates of AOB and divisions. After selecting the number of weapons to be fired, the student fires at the contact and receives a variety of visual and sound effects based on the outcome. If the firing solution is accurate, the target ship explodes with flames and explosive sounds. If the solution is inaccurate, the missile flies to the location indicated by the student inputs and makes a sound indicating failure and the target is likely to fire back. Additional precise performance feedback is presented, and the game score is appropriately incremented or decremented.

Garris and Ahlers (2001) conducted an initial evaluation of the BOTTOM GUN trainer. First, they found that the BOTTOM GUN trainer was perceived to be more game-like by users than the control trainer. Users rated the BOTTOM GUN trainer as significantly higher in terms of game characteristics such as fantasy, curiosity, competitiveness, control, and visual and sound effects. Second, and more important, results
indicated that BOTTOM GUN provided more effective training. Students using the BOTTOM GUN trainer showed greater improvement in periscope performance, as evidenced by decreasing AOB errors, than obtained by students using the control trainer.

Discussion

We have presented an input-process-output model of instructional games and learning that highlights the process of engagement that underlies game play. We propose that specific game features can trigger a game cycle, a repeating cycle of user judgments, behavior, and feedback that characterizes the engagement that game players display. To the extent that we pair game features with appropriate instructional content and practice, we can harness these motivational forces to achieve desired learning outcomes. One advantage of this model is that instead of emphasizing single-trial performance (in which a learner reviews a workbook and is tested), we shift attention to a more dynamic process that characterizes actual game play. Moreover, we have highlighted some of the research that has examined game characteristics, user reactions, and learning outcomes.

We have characterized the game cycle as a repetitive, compulsive, or even addictive process, reflecting the manner in which users are engaged in and repeatedly return to
game play. One question regarding this type of absorption in any activity is, At what point does this ardor cool? That is, game players often play a game obsessively until they are “played out” and then become enthralled in a new game. In an early meta-analysis of the effectiveness of simulation games, Dekkers and Donatti (1981) found a negative relationship between duration of training and training effectiveness. In other words, simulation games became less effective the longer the game was used (suggesting that perhaps trainees became bored over time). Although research has attempted to identify the game characteristics that initiate player engagement, we know very little about how this process is sustained over time. Does engagement in a game wane over time? At what point do games lose their appeal? What factors sustain interest over time?

A second concern is as follows: When we attempt to harness the positive aspects of games for instructional purposes, at what point do we risk violating or corrupting some of the basic principles of games—that play is free and voluntary, nonproductive, and separate from the real world? In other words, play differs from work. Caillois (1961) has claimed that a game that one is forced to play ceases to be play. Huizinga (1950) argued that the “fun element” underlies the intensity, absorption, and power of games and that play is the direct opposite of seriousness. As we adapt games for serious purposes, we must be aware of this tension between the world of play and the world of work. Thus, in one sense, the term instructional game is an oxymoron. Game play is voluntary, nonproductive, and separate from the real world. Instruction or training is typically nonvoluntary, undertaken to achieve certain learning outcomes, and related to life or work skills. Moreover, the instructional games that we wish to design are not merely games in which learning is a by-product of play but games that are devoted to learning. The challenge is to adapt game features for instructional purposes, to engage the game cycle that sustains self-directed interest, without squeezing out what is enjoyable about games in the first place. If we succeed, we will be able to develop games that instruct and instruction that engages the student. If we fail, we end up with games that are dull and instructional programs that do not teach.

There are a number of basic research issues that are unresolved and a number of gaps in our current knowledge of how to design and implement games for instructional purposes. First, further research is needed to examine the characteristics of games that trigger the game cycle. This is the “front end” of the model presented in Figure 1. For example, Rieber (1991) has examined the role of animated graphics in enhancing student interest, and Elliot and Harackiewicz (1994) have examined the extent to which task-specific goals influence involvement in game play. On the other hand, Simons (1993) has warned that although sound and animation may enhance game realism, they can also under certain circumstances be annoying and divert attention from learning.

Related to this issue is the problem of transfer. Certain characteristics that are present in a game-based simulation, such as those shown in Table 1, are generally not present in the real-world performance setting. To the extent that game features and events differ from the real world in which learning is to be applied, we run the risk of poor transfer. Gick and Holyoak (1980) illustrated this problem. During the learning phase
of one study, students were introduced to the problem of a fortress that could be taken
by means of distributing forces directed toward a focal point. After students demonstrated knowledge of this concept, they were presented with a radiation problem where the same strategy was applicable. Many students were able to find the solution and make the necessary transfer of learning—but only when given the hint that the fortress problem might be related to the radiation problem. As noted earlier, the debriefing process is critical to making the link between game activities that may take place in a fantasy world and the application of game experiences to the real world.

Furthermore, some researchers have noted that simulation games may be ineffective stand-alone training tools because people do not learn from simple exposure or experience alone to understand complex relationships (Simons, 1993). That is, people often have difficulty in abstracting general principles from concrete experiences. Winn (2000) stated that one would not

simply turn literature students loose with [a] “Citizen Kane” videotape without any guidance, learning would be inefficient at best and probably quite chaotic. Perhaps, like the proverbial ten thousand chimpanzees, a student might eventually hit on an acceptable notion of literature. But it is very unlikely. (Support for Basic Knowledge Construction section, para. 1)

Although our goal is to achieve self-directed, self-motivated learners, we must provide support for knowledge construction. The role of the instructor in debriefing learners is a critical (if somewhat overlooked) component in the use of instructional games, as are other learner support strategies such as online help, cues/prompts, and other activities.

A second area in which further research is needed is to examine the “back end” of the model shown in Figure 1. Lepper (1985) and others have noted that whereas games may be fun and engaging, a key question in applying gaming approaches to training is whether an increase in interest or motivation leads to greater learning. Lepper stated, “The central instructional question that follows . . . is whether such potential motivational differences have important consequences for learning or retention” (p. 14). Parker and Lepper (1992) examined the use of fantasy in instructional programs and found that learning was enhanced when content was embedded in fantasy contexts and students were more interested in the educational materials. Intuitively, we would assume that greater effort, engagement, and persistence would lead to a more positive learning outcome, yet there are clearly instances (such as when effort is directed to activities that are not congruent with instructional objectives) in which this is not the case.

Third, research is needed to examine and elaborate the game cycle in more detail than we have accomplished here. Although it is generally accepted that computer games are engaging for many people, what is fun to some people will not necessarily be fun to others. Individual differences in personality traits such as competitiveness, curiosity, or sensation seeking may be predictive of preferences for certain types of game themes or of preferences for game play itself, although research on this topic is lacking. Certainly, there are gender differences in computer usage and computer game preferences. Cassell and Jenkins (1998) noted that boys are more likely than girls to
choose to play with computers and that boys show greater preference for action, adventure, and aggressive game themes. Others have examined the role of individual differences in attitudes toward computers, general computer experience, and computer proficiency on learning in computer-simulated environments (Waller, 2000).

Identifying significant mediating variables is an important step in understanding the attraction of games and the effectiveness of instruction. Analyses of training effectiveness have revealed a number of variables that mediate training outcomes. Three such attitudinal constructs are locus of control (Bar-Tal & Bar-Zohar, 1977; Kren, 1992; Reimanis, 1970; Rotter, 1992; Spector, 1982), self-efficacy (Ames, 1984; Bandura, 1977, 1986; Gist, 1988), and valence (Vroom, 1964). According to Lefcourt (1976), locus of control describes characteristics of individuals that correlate with their willingness and ability to take initiative to pursue desired outcomes. Self-efficacy determines what activities people participate in, how much effort they will put forth, and how long they will persist to overcome difficulties (Tipton & Worthington, 1984). Vroom (1964) reported that the valence of an activity (or the attractiveness of outcomes) plays a major role in effort expenditure. We believe that training experiences can change students in other ways than just increasing knowledge. We propose that the game cycle—the recurring judgment-behavior-feedback loops that characterize game play—can lead to changes in locus of control (the perception that outcomes are a result of one’s own control), self-efficacy (perceptions of competence and mastery), and valence (the value placed on the activity). Moreover, a student that values an activity, believes he or she has the skills to achieve it, and has the capacity to control desired outcomes, is more likely to achieve educational goals. Further research is needed to establish these relationships.

A final comment addresses the learning approach inherent in this model. Dewey (1916) stated that “education is not an affair of ‘telling’ and being told, but an active constructive process” (p. 38). Instructional games offer the opportunity for the learner to learn by doing, to become engaged in authentic learning experiences. However, people do not always learn by doing. Sometimes we learn by observing; sometimes we learn by being told. Learners are not passive blotters at which we toss information; nor are they active sponges that absorb all they experience unaided. We must temper our enthusiasm for the gaming approach with the knowledge that instructional games must be carefully constructed to provide both an engaging first-person experience as well as appropriate learner support.

The task ahead is a difficult one. On one hand, it is fairly simple to cobble together a scoring mechanism onto an existing drill and practice lesson and call it an instructional game, but the results will be predictable. Brody (1993) described one lackluster educational game in which learning was only peripherally incorporated, noting that “learning . . . becomes important in the same way that it would if highway toll takers made everyone perform an arithmetic problem or recite a line of Shakespeare before being permitted to continue driving” (p. 55). On the other hand, recent research provides evidence of well-conducted studies of instructional game features that further our understanding of how to increase student interest and learning (cf. Cordova & Lepper, 1996). Simon (1995) has noted that
it is imperative for progress in instructional methods that we deal simultaneously with cognition and motivation in our research. . . . We already have too much medicine that is (cognitively) good for the patient—who will not take it—and medicine that patients find delicious—but that contributes little to their cognitive abilities. (p. 508)

If we are successful in developing good instructional games, we may be able to produce a tonic that is both delicious and effective.
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